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A NOTE ON ^-STABILITY

Dedicated to Professor Yukihiro Kodama on his 60th birthday

By

Kazumine Moriyasu

By Mane [2] and Palis[3] it was proved thatinstabilityof a C^diffeo-

morphism of a compact boundaryless manifoldimplies Axiom A and no cycle

conditions. The converse was already proved by Smale [6]. Our aim is to

give a simple proof for the followingSmale's theorem.

Theorem. // a Cl-diffeomorphism of a compact boundary less manifold

satisfiesAxiom A and no cycle conditions,then it is Q-stable.

Axiom A is defined by the following (1) the non-wandering set Q(f) is

hyperbolic (i.e. there exist a Riemannian metric < ,> and a continuous splitting

TQU^M=ESREU such that Df{Ea)=Ea, a = s, u and ||Z>/U*II^ and ＼＼Df-l＼EU＼＼

^?, for some O<A<1) and (2) the set of all periodic points, Per(/), is dense in

Q(f). By Axiom A condition Q(f) splitsinto the finitedisjoint union Q(f)=

Qi＼J■■･yjQk of closed subsets Qi} so-called basic sets, such that for l^i^k

f{Qi)―Qi, PerC/l^) is dense in Qt and f＼at is topologically transitive. The

cycle condition is defined as follows: there exist n^l and {Qij}%f>Ci{Qi} such

that Qij±Qtl ((K/^/^n), Qin+1=Qio and W>(QtJ)r＼W≫(Qij+1)*4> ((K/^n).

Here W＼Qi) is denoted by W＼Qt)={y^M: d{fn{y), Q^O as n-^oo) and also

Wu(Qi)―{y^M: d(f'n(y), Qi)->0 as n->co} where d is the metric on M induced

by the Riemannian metric. For the space Diff^Af) of C^diffeomorphisms with

the uniform (^-topology, /eDiff^M) is called i3-stable if there is a neighbor-

hood 1/(/) in DiffW) such that every g^HJif) is i2-conjugate to /.

If compact /-invariant set A is hyperbolic, then there exists so>O such that

Wi(x) is a C^submanifold, TxWe(x)=Ea(x) and W%x) varies continuously with

x (x^A, 0<£^£0 and a ―s, u), and such that there exists 0<^0<l such that

y<=WsS(j(x)(x^A) implies d{f(x), f(y))£XQd(x, y) and ye^/i) (xeJ) implies

d{f~＼x),f-＼y))^Xod(x, y). Here Wt(x) is denoted by Wss(x)={y^M: d(fj(x),

fj(y))£e,7^0} and also W?(x)={x^M: d{f'j{x),f-J(y))££,j^Q}.
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Using Axiom A condition, we can check that there exist neighborhoods V

of Q(f), c[;(f) of / and c>0 such that for ge<V(f) and x, y^C＼g＼V) if

d{gi(x), g＼y))^c for z'gZ then x―y (this remark will be discussed in the last

part). For s>0 small enough there exists 0<j<s such that d(x, y)<j{x, j/ge42(/))

implies that W＼(x)r＼W*(y) is one point set and its intersection is transversal.

By A-lemma we have Wt(x)r＼W^(y)^Q(f) which ensures that there exist a

neighborhood UaV and 8>0 satisfying the following: for every 5-pseudo orbit

{xi}dU (i.e. d(f(Xi), xi+i)<d for all zeZ) there is a unique point xgM such

that d(fXx), Xi)<s (feZ). In fact notice that x^Q(f). Therefore f＼f*(U)=

i<=Z

Q(f) holds and / has a filtration for Q(f) (i.e. a sequence <fi=MocM1a ･･■

dMk=M of smooth, compact codimension 0 submanifolds with boundary of M

such that /(Mi)cintMi and f＼fn{Mi-Mi_l)^Qi) (see [6]). Thus Q{f) coin-

cides with the chain recurrent set R{f) (which means the set of all points x

such that for a>0 there is a finite a-pseudo orbit {x0, xu ■■■, xn} with xo=

Xn ―X).

Choose a neighborhood cU(/)ccI/(/) of / in DiffW) such that max d{f{x),

I£.tf

g(x))<8 and R(g)dU for every g(=V(f). Then we have R(g)(Z C＼g＼U) be-

cause R{g) is ^--invariant set. Let xe C＼gi(U), then {g＼x)＼ is a 5-pseudo orbit
iez

of /. Thus there is a unique point h(x)&R(f)=Q(f) such that d(f%h(x)), g＼x))

<s for 2'gZ, and then A: C＼gKU)^-R(f) is injective and h°g=f°h holds. It

is not difficult to see that h is continuous. By Hartman's theorem we have

#{x(EEM: fm(x)=x} = #{x^M: gm(x)=x}<oo for m>0 and g^HJ(J). Then

R(f)z=h((~＼ gKU)). Since /i is a homeomorphism and Per (/) is dense in Q{f),

i<=Z

we have Q(g)=R(g)= f＼gKU).

i<=Z

Finally we explain the above remark. Since / satisfies Axiom A, there is

m>0 such that for x<=Q(f) and v=TxM, ＼＼Dfn(v)＼＼'^6＼＼v＼＼for n ― m or n ――m.

And there exists an extended continuous splitting TVM―ES(^EU. Then we can

find a neighborhood <=v(f) such that for g<=<=V(f) and x*=C＼%gKV)

Dxgm =

(Ass

＼ASI

Dxg~m =
l

su Au

＼＼Ass＼＼<l/5,

: £s(x)0£*(x) ―> Es(gm(x))mu(gm(x))

: E＼x)REu(x)―* E*(g-m(x))REu(g-m(x))

Auu＼ ^5, ＼＼Buu＼＼^l/5, |£ss|^5
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max}||,4*s||, ＼＼ASU＼＼,＼＼BUS＼＼,||£s*||}^l/5

where |£| HI^'T1. Since g＼x)^V for ＼i＼<m, when ||y*||^!|z/||for v=vs+vu

e£sU)c£"(x) we have ||i;||^2||vB||and then

＼＼Dgm(v)＼＼= ＼＼As%vs)+Asu(vs)+Aus(vu) + Auu(vu)＼＼

^5＼＼vu＼＼-(2＼＼vs＼＼/5+＼＼vu＼＼/5)

^4||yM||^2||i;||.

For the case when ||v'||^||y"||we have also ＼＼Dg-m(v)＼＼^2＼＼vl

Take and fix s>0 such that e(l+K-＼ VKm~1)<l/2 where K=

sup {＼＼Dxg＼＼: x<=M, g(BC[?(f)}. Then there is c>0 such that for g^cv(f)

l|exp^Cx)o5r≪'oexpx(i;)-Z>^''(y)||^e||i;|| (x^M)

whenever ||y||^c (a ―I, ―1). Let g<=<=V(f) and x, y<= (~＼g＼V). Then we as-

i<=Z

sume d{g＼x), gi(y))^c (i<=Z) does not ensure x―y. Take 8 with 0<5^C!/4

where cx―sup {dig1 (x), g＼y)): i<=Z}. Obviously cx―8<d{gk(x), gk{y))^c1 for

some k^Z. Put u=gk(x), v=gk(y) and w―expu＼v). Then cy―8<＼＼iv＼＼= d(u,v]

and ||Dgn(M;)||;>2||u/||for some ＼n＼―m. We deal with only the case ＼＼Dgm(w)＼＼

^2||w|| (because the case ＼＼Dg'm(w)＼＼^2＼＼w＼＼follows from a similar way). Since

＼＼w＼＼= d(u, v)£c we have ||expj1(K)°,g°expu(≫―Dug(w)＼＼^e＼＼w＼＼,from which

ll^u^C^II^CxCl + s), and ＼＼exp-lMog2oexpu(w)-Dug＼w)＼＼£c1s+Kc1e = c1e(i+K),

Since ＼＼exp-l^°g2°expu(w)＼＼= d(g＼u), g＼v)) £ cu we have ||Z^2(u;)|| ^

CxCl + eCl+A")) and by induction we have 2||^||^Z)a£m(u;)||^c1(l + s(l+i;i:+ ･･■

K '1)). Consequently c,―^<||w||<3ci/4, i.e. c,/4<<5 which is a contradiction,

Remark. By the same method of the above proofit is easily proved that

Anosov diffeomorphisms are structurallystable. In fact,an Anosov diffeo-

morphism / has the pseudo orbittracing propertyand every diffeomorphismin

some neighborhood of f has the same exoansive constant.
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